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Greetings to all of our Satanic Comrades and Warriors.

The enemy has been drastically getting revealed more and more everyday, and
they are collapsing. Resistance against them used to be futile. Now resistance
against them is a growing norm, while in the nearby future, it will be a death or
life situation and the law of life for all mankind. This has been granted to us by
the work we have done all along.

Lately, the forums, and generally, everything that has to do with us has been
under severe attack. I have been managing this from the 'back office' so to say.
As you can see everything is running smoothly and all is fine. However, it's
proven beyond a shadow of doubt the enemy wants us gone.

They have done so for a very long time in so many ways that, in their ignorance,
they assumed it was going to go unnoticed forever. After a point they even
stopped caring for this as they have revealed now with the general assault on the
internet and all freedoms in all ages past, for which the enemy has been seen to
be just a paranoid slaver that needs to get rid off from humanity's back, if we
want to advance.

However, we want them gone, and our will is superior to their will. We have for
years fought against them, and as a bunch of 'small' people compared to the
monstrosity of the enemy's 'big' rotting authority, with the guidance of the Gods,
all of us here, we have achieved great deeds and world-altering victories. We
have fought side by side for years and years, and it will only be the same all the
days in the future.

After we are done with 'war' matters, we will create and create more. But first this
business of the enemy has to be done with to the last molecule of its existence.
And this can only happen by taking the undertaking we have now seriously. We
have spiritual nukes, and now, it's the time to use them and happily keep
pressing the red button to oblivion.

The RTR schedules and our RTR work has piled up and now gifts us with the
next fruit we have generated, which is the latest RTR posted.

Our efforts fighting the enemy and doing RTR's have opened them up so we can

https://www.ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=11509#p37823


proceed with some decisive blows that will destroy the enemy in their very
foundation. You have seen the enemy has been halted and they have been
pushed back, but we are now starting to talk about permanent annihilation. So
listen carefully and give it your all, which, no doubt, all of us have had.

Until the 30th of the month, these days will be decisive for the future of Mankind.
A giant lunar eclipse is coming and the enemy is fully defenseless, while we are
all spiritually boosted to hit them very hard. With the very eclipse the enemy will
go for their own permanent eclipse.

The jew acts as a force of darkness upon this world, doing all sorts of nefarious
magick, tricks, and lying. It has reached a point where this is unbearable for the
planet, and all this shilling, confusion, and evil has harmed all humans on earth,
some beyond repair, but also the planet.

The whole 'world' which is founded upon lies is about to go down - but very hard,
in its very core and foundation. We will facilitate this. Out of the broken shell of
this world the Gods will again show their bright face to humanity and help us
re-ascend. We have to keep steady and firm now more than ever before. The
enemy will be like a mad dog and we have to tame them and stand on our
ground.

There is no place for excuses, there is no space for weakness, postponing,
denial, unfaithfulness or any of the like. There is no justification of non
participation either. Even for those who have been consistently putting everything
in the RTR's, there have been 8 days for rest from these to build up hard again.
Now is when people prove their Satanic value, and to put forth Satan's original
intention which is to blot all the lies away from this world. Every little bit counts.

The enemy will not sit idle to go down. They have been acting crazy lately, but it's
all in vain. Many of you have felt this, in particular those fighting against them.
And for those who have cowered, although disgraceful, you can make up for it
now, as a final chance to make things right. As to those who fight by the side of
the Gods you know that the futile attempts of the enemy will always fail to reach
you.

We have the upper hand and we must use it.

We are on the Rise and the enemy is on the permanent Dawn.

Satan's kingdom and Truth will be restored. We keep up the heroic battle and the
enemy will be defeated, we will manifest this ancient promise, sought of by all of
our Pagan ancestors who wanted freedom, restoration, and revenge.



Be firm in your spiritual ground and we will fight them, to our victory, brothers and
sisters in Satan.

SIEG HEIL!!!

HAIL THE GODS!!!

HAIL SATAN!!!
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Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[luis] wrote:
Wait, is this the final blow that will decide everything? If yes I didn't
expect this now! Well let's destroy them!!!

It puts a huge nail in their coffin that is for certain, and is on a date of alignment
that takes hundreds of years to come across.

This battle will be decisive to the future of mankind, this is for sure. We will insist
until the enemy is turned into a zero.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[ss_666_88] wrote:
It has been stated that in the end the truth will come out and many will
want to join at the last minute but it will be too late for them. I know this
has to do with power meditation and advancing the soul. Where does
someone who is more of a spiritual noob stand? I have been here for over
two years doing RTRs and meditations religiously, however, I am basically
at the intermediate phase of the meditations.
Regardless, I am very happy to be here at this phase. I wish I could delve
into all the things I have been through supernaturally since coming back
here. I know all you have been through many of the same things and
some even more. THANK YOU to all the Clergy who have helped me



throughout my journey here. I just did the RTR and it is one of the most
powerful Anti- enemy workings I have ever felt.
HAIL SATAN!
HAIL THE GODS!

You're doing fine just keep at the same route and pace.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[13th_Wolf] wrote:
Just done the ritual now and I'm gonna do another later. I have a few
questions though, are there potentially any hebrew variants the JoS
haven't been able to get a hold of (smaller communities, like the Cochin
jews?) and would they drive to preserve these few variants in said case?
Also, a bit more far fetched of a notion XD: would the kikes try to create a
second hebrew?

When doing the ritual I noticed as well there were words like "share"
(SHER) and "meme" (MEEM) and I just lol'd inside a lil also "eye"
which was interesting and "fuck" (FUK)? The kikes have a strange fucking
language if one of the letters reversed is fuck + surely people have been
reversing this letter constantly and unknowingly then, at least I can see
how to the world it’s a "curse word" XDDD.

Now it’s a fucking cursed word cunt

Everything is covered on this RTR.

People have not been reversing these letters because their spiritual power is
close to zero and on top of it they just used a word idly, they weren't doing
spiritual warfare.

As for trying to control this situation, they never will. Ain't nobody got time fo'dat,
the whole planet knows about them and they won't have any time after they go
down to get back on their criminal weaving and creating all sorts of nefarious
shit. Not only will humans be more spiritually aware, but the jew won't have time.
The jew was able to work in secrecy for thousands of years but this is no longer
the case now with the internet, information, and proof.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N1ouWxkrqI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N1ouWxkrqI

